1. What is the appropriate title, first name, and last name of your Math 141 instructor? Spelling counts.

2. What 3 things are you to put in the email’s subject line of any email you send to Prof Sherry?

3. TRUE or FALSE It is my responsibility to have read and understood the Math 141 Syllabus.

4. TRUE or FALSE I must sign up for the WebAssign online homework system through which I will complete graded homework assignments and have access to our online text.

5. TRUE or FALSE I have read and understand the information found on http://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/eHomework/Math141_TextInfo.pdf.

6. TRUE or FALSE I have read and understand the 7 short “Student Help Links” found on http://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/eHomework/studenthelp.html.

7. TRUE or FALSE I understand that I must have the most recent version of Flashplayer and Java loaded on my computer and I know which browsers to use for my online homework. Hint: Read “Important Note About Software” on http://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/eHomework/studenthelp.html

8. TRUE or FALSE I am authorized to use a pencil, eraser, TAMU Scantron, my TAMU student ID, and approved calculator (no lid) on my exams; use of anything else is a violation of the Aggie Honor Code. In particular, it is academic dishonesty to have a cell phone or any electronic devices (except for the approved calculator) on my person during exams.

9. TRUE or FALSE In WebAssign I can choose to be notified by email a certain number of hours before an assignment is due. [P.S. Prof. Sherry highly recommends you setting up this notification.] Hint: http://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/eHomework/Student_SpecialNotifications.pdf

10. TRUE or FALSE Any student with forms from the Students with Disabilities office needs to present them during Prof Sherry’s office hours in January 2016, or as soon thereafter, as possible. If said student’s TAMU class schedule conflicts with Prof Sherry’s office hours, then he/she needs to email Prof Sherry a copy of his/her TAMU class schedule asking her to schedule a time to discuss his/her disability needs; giving about a week’s lead time.

11. TRUE or FALSE In WebAssign I can view a homework assignment, including the answer, after its due date. Hint: http://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/eHomework/Student_ViewingAnAssignmentAfterTheDueDate.pdf
12. **TRUE or FALSE** If I have any trouble, including technical difficulties, with WebAssign, I am to fill out a Student Help Request Form found on [http://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/eHomework/](http://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/eHomework/).

13. **TRUE or FALSE** “An Aggie does not lie, cheat, or steal or tolerate those who do.” I understand that class notes, online material, online homework problems, exams, quizzes, worksheets, handouts, or subsets thereof may NOT be posted or texted on Facebook, Twitter, Yahoo!Answers, YouTube, blogs, wikis, forums, videos, podcasts, or any other social media. I understand what constitutes cheating and copyright violations, and I understand the penalties of cheating and copyright violations. I understand my responsibilities as a student and as an Aggie. It is a violation of the Aggie Honor Code to continue writing or taking the exam or quiz after time is called. It is a violation of the Aggie Honor Code to discuss the exam and quiz contents before the exams and quizzes are returned in class. I understand that the starting point of an Honor Code Violation in this course is an F*.

14. **TRUE or FALSE** If I disagree with any deduction taken on an assignment or with a point total, I must bring it to Prof. Sherry’s attention within two working days of it being returned to be re-graded.

15. **TRUE or FALSE** Due to privacy issues, grades cannot be discussed over email or phone. Also due to privacy issues, I may only pick up my own graded papers. I may not pick up anyone else’s paper, even if the person tells me I can pick up his/her paper. Otherwise, I am in violation of FERPA, a federal law. Hint: The answer to this one is TRUE!

16. **TRUE or FALSE** An absence for a non-acute medical service or regular check-up does not constitute an excused absence. To be excused, I must notify Prof. Sherry in writing prior to the date of absence if possible. Consistent with Texas A&M Student Rules, students are **required to notify their instructor by the end of the second working day after missing an exam**; otherwise, they forfeit their rights to a make-up. I must timely email Prof. Sherry regarding my absences (preferably not later than the morning of the day after the exam). For injury or illness too severe or contagious to attend class, I must provide confirmation of a visit to a health care professional affirming date and time of visit.

17. **TRUE or FALSE** I must attend the lecture section for which I am enrolled and sit in my assigned seat, once the seat assignments have been made. If I have a situation (disability, vision or hearing issues, on crutches, etc.), I must email Prof Sherry **no later than 3pm on Wed Jan 27th** explaining my situation along with my preferred seating (front of room, aisle, close to the podium, near exit door, near the back, etc.); otherwise, I must forever hold my peace. Please realize that while we will try to best accommodate any requests, not every student will have an ideal seat in our large classroom. Your cooperation and understanding is most appreciated!

18. **TRUE or FALSE** It is my responsibility to regularly attend class, take notes, check my TAMU email daily, and keep up with the course. I am responsible for my own learning of all the course content and know I can ask my instructor Prof. Sherry, my Business Math Tutorial Assistant (BMTA), and the help session leaders questions about any content I do not completely understand. I should take full advantage of the plethora of resources Prof. Sherry has on her Math 141 web page.

19. **TRUE or FALSE** It is my responsibility to know which calculators are allowed and how to clear my approved calculator. All programs and games must be deleted from my calculator: [http://www.math.tamu.edu/~kahlig/calcdel.html](http://www.math.tamu.edu/~kahlig/calcdel.html).

20. **TRUE or FALSE** To every exam, I must bring my TAMU student ID, #2 pencil, TAMU Scantron, eraser, and approved and reset calculator. If I do NOT bring my TAMU ID to the exam, then I understand that I will be checked-in last.

21. **TRUE or FALSE** It is recommended that I do all of the suggested text problems before each class and before doing the graded online homework. It is very strongly suggested that I do the Week-In-Review (WIR) problems each week. Just doing the online homework problems will **not** fully prepare me for exams and quizzes.
22. **TRUE or FALSE** I know how to prepare for quizzes and understand classroom procedures on quiz days: http://www.math.tamu.edu/~scarboro/QuizInstructions.pdf

23. **TRUE or FALSE** Prof. Sherry has past Math 141 exams and exam keys posted on her Math 141 web page. Hint: http://www.math.tamu.edu/~sherry.scarborough/141topics.html

24. **TRUE or FALSE** Prof. Sherry cares about me. If I need assistance choosing a major, selecting a career, improving my test-taking skills, curbing my test-taking anxiety, dealing with personal issues or challenges, I know I can contact her and she will help find the appropriate resources or I can register at http://scs.tamu.edu/

25. **TRUE or FALSE** While it is critical that I attain the correct answer to a mathematical question on work out problems, I must correctly and precisely show my entire solution in a clear manner. This also means that I must put equal signs where they belong and not put equal signs where they do not belong. If I use any special calculator commands, I must write them down.

26. **TRUE or FALSE** Since course room assignments and students’ schedules OFTEN change before school starts, I have checked my schedule, including the building and room assignments either after January 18th or after I have changed my schedule, whichever is later. I do not want to be the student who attended the wrong class or section before discovering my mistake.

27. If I change Math 141 sections AFTER I first logged into WebAssign, what do I need to do? Hint: http://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/eHomework/ehmwkFAQ.html

28. (7 pts) A tractor has an original value of $57,000 and is to be depreciated linearly over 15 years with a $9600 scrap value. Find a function $V(t)$ where $V$ is the value in dollars for the gadget at the end of $t$ years.

   $$V(t) = \underline{\hspace{10cm}}$$

29. ________ My initials in this blank allow me to pick up my graded quiz/exam/assignment from a stack of papers. Even though grades will be concealed on the inside of the paper, I understand that it may still be possible for someone else to view my grade. If I do not initial the blank or if I am absent from class on the day the papers are returned, I must show my Texas A&M student ID during my instructor's office hours to pick up my paper. (0 pts)

   (4 pts) NAME (printed neatly): ____________________ (2 pts) Math 141 section number: __________

   Quiz Grade: __________